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Abstract 
Butt, R., Optimum design with finite elements: design of electrochemical machining, Journal of Computa- 
tional and Applied Mathematics 47 (1993) 151-165. 
An electrochemical machining moving boundary problem is formulated, which is designed by the techniques of 
optimal control discretized with triangular finite elements of degree one; the gradient of the criteria as a 
function of coordinates moving nodes is computed, and the performance criterion is then minimized by a 
gradient method. 
Keywords: Optimal shapes; electrochemical machining problems; convexity; gradient method; finite-element 
method; approximation; Sobolev spaces; variational formulation. 
1. Introduction 
Optimum design problems have been studied theoretically by several authors [6]. By change 
of variables which bring the variable domains into a fixed domain, one may convert the problem 
into an optimum control problem where the control variable is in the coefficient of the partial 
differential equation. We take the example of an electrochemical machining problem. A metal 
part can be shaped by placing it as an anode in an electrolytic cell; applying a potential 
difference across the cathode and anode, between which an appropriate electrolyte lies, causes 
a chemical reaction on the anode surface resulting in the removal of anode metal. This process 
is called electrochemical machining (ECM). One would like to predict for a given cathode shapje 
the anode shape as a function of machining time. We note that this is a moving boundary 
problem, as the unknown anode surface changes with time. The physical set-up is depicted 
schematically in Fig. 1. The region inside the cathode surface C is denoted by $2; A t is the 
anode surface at time t, i.e., the moving boundary of the anode shrinking region A(t), and the 
region occupied by the electrolyte is denoted by D(t), so that O =A(t)UD(t). Let tp(x, t) 
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Fig. 1. Physical set-up of the problem. (A(t)  is the anode region; A t is the boundary of the anode region; AO is the 
initial anode; C is the cathode.) 
denote the potential field. Then the quasi steady model of ECM consists of Laplace's equation 
for 0 and an equation describing the rate of removal of anode metal derived from the laws of 
Faraday and Ohm. Let V(t) > 0 denote the potential difference between the electrodes at time 
t. Then the mathematical problem is to find 0(x, t) and l(x), x c ~2, such that 
V20(x , t )=O,  xcD( t ) ,  tc  [0, T], (1.1) 
~b(x, t) = 0, xcC,  tc  [0, T], (1.2) 
O(x, t) = V(t), x cAt ,  t c [0, T], (1.3) 
VO " Vl = L, (1.4) 
where L is a positive constant. 
Consider the Baiocchi transformation 
f/t ~(x, t )= {V(y) -0 (x ,  y)} dy, 
(x) 
t)= fotV(v)-,(x, v)} dy, 
Let f (x)  c L2(O) be defined by 
f(x)=--L, xeA(0), and f(x)=-O, 
x cA(0) ,  t > t(x) ,  
xcD(O) t>0.  
x cD(0);  
then ~p(x, t) satisfies (in the sense of distributions) the equation 
--~72~(X, t )=f ,  xcD( t ) ,  
q~(x, t )=0,  xcA( t ) .  
On the fixed and moving boundaries, (1.5) implies that 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
q~(x, t)= fotv(]/) d]/ (~" W(t)), 
= ~,~ = 0, 
xc  C, (1.8) 
xcA t . 
For each fixed time t the unknown boundary problem consists now in finding {~p(x, t), D(t), 
A t} such that (1.7) and (1.8) hold. Thus the anode surface at any time t can be obtained by 
solving a single elliptic free boundary problem and the anode surface depends olely on the 
number W(t), so that t enters only through the boundary conditions ~(x, t )=  W(t) on C. 
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Define the inner products (., 
(f, g) f fg dx, 
"12  
and 
• ) and a(-, • ) on L2(12) and H~(12) respectively, by 
Vf, g~L2(a), 
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a(q~,ch)=fttvq~'Vc~dx, V~0  ~,b e H01 (12), 
with the associated norms being denoted by I f  1 2 = (f,  f )  and II q~ II 2 = a(~0, ~0). For each 
t >~ 0, let K(t) be the closed convex set of H1(12) defined by 
K(t)={~beH'(12): qS=W(t) on C and ~b >~0 on 12}. 
The main idea of our problem is to change the anode surface to a given fixed shape at a fixed 
time t. Thus, we must choose the boundary of 12 so as to keep the set A(t) as close as possible 
to a given (measurable) subset E of 12, representing the shape we wish to reach. Thus a natural 
choice for the performance index is 
E= f121x (x)-xE(x)l 2 dx, (1.9) 
where X~ and Xe are the characteristic functions of A(t) and E, respectively. However, since 
the function q~ ~ fnlx~(x)-Xe(x)l 2 dx is not locally Lipschitzian on L2(12), we shall 
approximate the cost functional in a manner described in [7]; for A > 0, put 
f12 A 2 = ¥ ,p Xe(x) dx. (1.10) 
For small A > 0, the value of this functional is close to that of (1.9). 
To solve the optimal shape problem for systems described by differential equations, we 
introduce the first penalized differential equation 
h~ -k- F (~)  ~--~-f, ~0 ~/~1(12) ~ n 1 (-) {i]/" i]/= W(t) on C}, (1.11) 
F(¢) =(1/e)q~-,  where 4, -=  - sup( -4 , ,  0), and A'V=HI~ V' is a linear continuous and 
symmetric operator satisfying the coercivity condition, i.e., 
(A4, ,q, )=a(q, ,@)>_.a l lq ,  II 2, V~O~V, a>O,i .e.,A=-V'V. 
Before introducing an algorithm using this approximation, we shall briefly review the method of 
finite elements, which we shall use for our computations. 
2. Discretization with finite elements 
We briefly review the method of finite elements. To illustrate the method, let (1.11) be 
discretized by triangulation elements of degree 1. In variational form (1.11) becomes for all 
q~ ~ Hi(O):  
fn(v~. VoJ+F(~o)~o-f~o) dx=O, weH~(n). (2.1) 
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Let z h be the triangulation of Oh; T k is called the triangle, 13 T k = O h. The parameter h is the 
size of the largest side or edge, and we assume that we have a family of triangulations of %. Let 
pm be the space of polynomials of degree m on O h, and denote by 
HY'(Oh) = {0Jh ~ C0(Oh) : 0~h Irk ~ pm, VT~ ~ Zh} (2.2) 
the space of continuous piecewise polynomial functions on O h. We know [3] that H~(O h) is of 
finite dimension; so the problem 
fo (V~ h • VWh + F(q~h)tOh--ftoh) dx=0,  VtO h ~ H~", q~h E Hmh , (2.3) 
h 
reduces to the solution of a linear symmetric positive definite system plus the numerical 
computation of some 
equivalent to 
A~p =F,  
where 
integrals. More precisely, 
~ztiJ= fo (~7tOi" ~7tOj + F(~h)tOJ) dx,  
h 
N 
if {tOi}N is a basis for Hhm(~(2h ), (2.3) is 
(2.4) 
Fi = tO' dx,  
q~h = E q~i toi" (2.5) 
The {tO/} are  polynomials of degree ~ m on T k, so Ai~ can be computed exactly. In the case 
m = 1, if {qql u denote the vertices of ~'h, {tOi} are uniquely determined by 
t°i(q j) =~ij, Vi, j=  1 , . . . ,N .  
Obviously, (1.10) may be approximated by 
min E(Oh) = fo Xe dx,  (2.6) 
Oh ~Oh h A + q~h 
where (~h is the solution of the differential equation (1.11) on O h, which is an an approximation 
of O, and 
0 h = {O h = 13 T k , for all Zh}. 
3. Computational algorithm 
The optimal shape is found by successive approximation starting from an initial guess g2°; 
the algorithm is then developed by means of a gradient method. We note that the problem has 
been discretized, so that the shape O h is defined by the coordinates of the nodes; then, 
considering the expression for the cost function E, 
E(Oh) = f -- Xe dx,  (3.1) 
"0 h A + ~t)h 
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where q~h is the solution of (2.3). In the Appendix we prove the following theorem, adapted 
from [6], to compute the gradient of the cost function E. 
Theorem 3.1. If E is given by (2.6) and q~h by (2.3), then 
- -  = o, k xE(  x ) + " 
Oak h I~ ~l-~Oh 
0 
( o } 
l=  1, 2, . . . ,  k=l , . . . ,n ,  
where F(g~ h) = (1/e)ph, and Ph ~ H~(.Oh) is the solution of 
f~ (VP h " Vto h + F'(q~h)ehWh) dx = -2 xE(x) 
~oh)ZO.}h h "lib 
where g'( q~ h) = (1/~)(d/dq~)(q~h); (3.3)/s equivalent to our second penalized equation 
APh + e'(q~h)eh =fl ,  
where 
0eh O'O k 
Vwk) Ox, 
(3.2) 
dx, (3.3) 
(3.4) 
. . . .  Xe , (3.5) 
fl (A + q~h) 2 h + q~h 
whose solution Ph is needed to compute the gradient of the cost function E. 
We note that the function q~ ~ q~- is not differentiable at q~ = 0; we have defined F'(O) = O. 
This choice turns out to be unimportant because ~Ph > 0 on O h, with exception of a (zero-mea- 
sure) subset of A h (boundary of the domain .Oh); we have introduced an approximation scheme 
in the Appendix for proving this. Thus, we define an algorithm to solve the optimal shape 
problem. 
Algorithm 3.2. 
(0) Choose g2 °, i.e., {qk,0}. 
(1) Compute q~" (with m'= 1). 
(2) Compute Ph m'. 
(3) Compute G k = -OE/Oq~, l = 1, 2 and k = 1 , . . . ,  n. 
m' (4) Let qk,m'. (p)= qk,m'+ pGk. Compute p , an approximation of 
arg mJnE({qk'm'(p)}), 
0 <p <Pmax 
where E is given by (3.1). 
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(5) Set qk,m'+l= qk,m'(p). 
(6) Perform a terminal check; if necessary go on with the same procedure in q~,,m'+~, i.e., go 
back to (1). 
4. Description of the program and algorithm used 
The optimum design program is composed of the following modules. 
(1) A module for solving the direct problem (or state problem). We give again the 
formulation of the state problem. Find q~h ~ Hl(glh) such that 
[ Vq~ h • Vto h +--r,O-toh--fto h dx=0,  (4.1) JO h E 
or, find ~o h ~ Hi(Oh) such that 
I(q~h) <--.I(toh), Vto h eH2(Oh) ,  
where I(q~h) is given by 
is,,( ,) so: I(q~h) = 2 Iaq~hl + --(q~h, q~h dx-  ¢Ph dx, 
h 
and q~h is given by (4.1). 
The function I(¢Ph) may be written I(qh , q~2,..., q~N(h)) tO emphasize the dependence of q~h 
on the coefficients in q~h = E ~oiei . Problem (4.1) is solved by the relaxation method [4], with 
q~° = (~o°,..., ¢p° h) given in H2($'-'I h) (with q~, known); then ~O~ +a is determined coordinate by 
coordinate, further iterations in the algorithm being given by 
~n+l  = ~n +to(q)n+l /2__  ~on); 
here to is the relaxation parameter, 0 < to < 2. 
The process described above is stopped when 
Nh 
I - I 
i=1 
Nh ~ ~r" 
i=1 
(In our computational experiments we took e r = 10-4.) 
(2) A module for solving the adjoint-state problem, whose solution is needed to compute the 
descent direction (the vector G). The adjoint state Ph is given by the solution of the following 
variational linear equation. Find Ph e H~(~Qh) such that 
fo (lTPh" lTtoh + F'(~Ph)Phtoh) dx = "~l f -  ( f l ,  toh) dx,  Vto h e. Hhl(~(']h), (4.2) 
h h 
or, find Ph ~ Hl(Oh) such that 
I(eh) I(toh), Vto  
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where I(P h) is given by 
I(Ph) = ~ (IVPh ] + F'(q~h)P 2) dx -  1Ph dx, 
h 
where F'(q~ h) = (1/e)(d/dq>)(q~h), f l  is defined by (3.5) and q~h is given and is the solution of 
the state problem. For this problem, we use the same optimization method used in the case of 
the state problem. 
(3) A module for the computation of the descent direction when we know the solution q~h of 
the state problem and the solution Ph of the adjoint state problem. In the formula we must 
account for the variability of the criterion domain. 
(4) A module minimizing the criterion functional when we know a descent direction. We 
used the gradient method with optimal choice of step length p and eventually projection. 
(5) A drawing module for the plotting (characteristics) related with a given geometry. This is 
convenient for quickly analyzing computational results. 
The finite-element method (on triangles, using first-order polynomials) was used to solve 
(2.3), (3.2) and (3.3) with f=  -L  = 0, V(t) = 1, A = 0.1 given. The triangulation is composed of 
1071 nodes and 2000 triangles. Since the main idea of our problem is to change the anode 
surface to a given fixed shape at any time t, in our example we took the fixed shape as a square 
as shown in Fig. 2; we can also see in Fig. 2 the domain O h where the criterion 
E(S2h)= fn Xe dx 
h t~-~-~h 
is evaluated with e = 0.1. The starting value of the criterion is E(J2h °) = 2.55627 with A = 0.1 
given, at iteration zero. We can see the new shape of the anode in Fig. 3, after eighteen 
iterations with criterion E(I-2~ 8) = 0.065 11, at time t = 1. Figures 4 and 5 show the final shape 
C 
Fig. 2. Initial shape A t of the problem; the dotted 
portion is a desired square shape, with performance 
criterion E(O °) = 2.55627 after iteration zero. (Total 
number of nodes-- 1071; total number of tr iangles- 
2000; total number of iterations = 0; A = 0.1.) 
C 
Fig. 3. New shape after eighteen iterations with new 
performance criterion E(I2~ a) = 0.065 11. (Total num- 
ber of nodes = 1071; total number of triangles = 2000; 
X -- 0.1.) 
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C 
Fig. 4. Final shape of the problem after twenty itera- 
tions with performance criterion E(/22°) = 0.06499. 
(Total number of nodes = 1071; total number of trian- 
gles = 2000; A = 0.1.) 
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Fig. 5. Relation between the performance criterion E 
and the number of iterations. 
of the anode at the same time t = 1 with final criterion E(O 2°) = 0.06499, after twenty 
iterations, and the relation between the performance criterion E and number of iterations, 
respectively. 
Appendix 
The main purpose of this Appendix is to sketch the proof of Theorem 3.1. For proving 
Theorem 3.1 we shall use the two following well-known propositions, for their proof see [6]. 
Proposition A.1. Let T/ be the element obtained from Tj ~ r h by translating one of its vertices qk 
into ql, + 6q,.  Let wi(') be the basis function associated with the vertex qi ~ Tj. Similarly, let 
toi'(.) be the same basis function when qk is replaced by qk + ~qk. Then 
toi'(x) --toi(x) -~- --(.ok(x) Vtoi(q k) "6q k + O( [~qk I), (A.1) 
for all qi, qk ,  which are the vertices of  Tj, and Vx e Tjn T/. 
Proposition A.2. Let g be a continuously differentiable function on Tj. Let T/ be obtained from Tj 
by translating qk into qk + t~qk. Then 
f Tj ' - ~ n T/g d x - f ~ - T/ n Tjg d X = f T g q k " V ( g w k ) d x + O ( I tS q k ] ) " (A.2) 
Note that Proposition A.1 is also true if higher-order finite elements are used. Indeed, in 
that case to i is a polynomial function of the coordinates of degree m: 
to;(x)= E t t,. tN a ix  1 • . x N , 
Ill <~m 
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I 
F(@) 
Fig. A.1. Graph of the function F. 
F'(~) 
o =° 
-O  
F I 
O O 
Fig. A.2. Graph of the function F'. Fig. A.3. Graph of the approxima- 
tion function Fo'. 
1 and the coefficients ai are found from the linear system 
('oi( xj)  -~" (~ij'~ 
therefore, if q/' 
E 
Ill<~m 
t varies by 6a~, and varies by an amount 6q k, then a i 
uixl j  " " xNj = Ea i~qk  6kj(X~ " " " X~)Sq  k + O(Sq k) 
= - Vtoi(qJ)6qkSkj + O((~qk); 
therefore, a~ and 6q[ are solutions of the same linear system, where the numbers on the right 
differ only by a multiplicative constant - vtoi(qk)6q k. Hence, 
t~toi(x) = -oak(x )Vto i (qk)  "6q k + O(6qk) .  (A.3) 
Also, if g is not piecewise constant, then Proposmon A.2 does not hold. One can, however, 
express the left-hand side of (A.2) in terms of (Sq ~`  by means of boundary integrals. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We consider the penalized equation (2.3) for q~h ~ Hf fOh) :  
fOh(Vq~h" VtO h "q- F(q~h)tOh--ftOh) dx- -0 ,  VfO h ~ n~(Oh)  , (A.4) 
where F(q~ h) -- (1/e)q~ h and the graph of this function is given in Fig. A.1. 
We know that q~ ~ q~- is not differentiable at q~ = 0, i.e., the function F is not smooth, as 
the graph of the function F'(q~h) given by Fig. A.2. In what follows, we shall need to apply 
Propositions A.1 and A.2, and so the functions appearing in the various expressions should be 
smooth. Thus we shall approximate q~ ~F'(q~) by a polynomial q~---)F0'(q~), dependent on a 
parameter 0 > 0, as shown in Fig. A.3; we shall develop the theory with F o instead of F, and 
shall take limits as 0 tends to zero of the various expressions to be developed below. The 
approximation is in the interval [ -0 ,  0] only, and we require that 
F ' ( -O)  = 1, 
F'(o) =0, 
F"(-O) =0, 
F"(O) =0,  
F'(0) =/3, /3 ~ [0, 1]; 
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
(A.7) 
(A.8) 
(A.9) 
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F 
,, / Ol - e 
=¢ 
Fig. A.4. Graph of the approximation function F o. 
/// ~k~, k 
/// ~~\  \ qk 
/ T t / ~  
qt2 
qt3 
Fig. A.5. Deformation of the triangle T into T' when 
qk moves to qk + 6qk. 
that is, we want the approximation F'(O) to coincide with F '  at -0  and 0, and to have the 
same derivatives, i.e., zero, at these points; also, we specify F ' (0)=/3,  an arbitrary number 
taken between 0 and 1. It is possible to carry out this approximation by a fourth-degree 
polynomial. The conditions (A.5)-(A.9) become: 
F0'(q Q =Aq~ 4 + Bgo 3 + Cq92 + D~o + E ,  
/7o'(0 ) =/3 =E,  
F ; ( -O)  =AO4 - BO 3 + 'C02-D0+/3  = 1, 
F~(O) =AO 4 + BO 3 + CO 2 -4- DO +/3 = O, 
Fo' ( -0 )  = -4AO 3 + 3BO z - 2C01 + D = O, 
F~'(O) = 4./10 3 + 3BO 2 + 2C01 + D = O. 
(A.11) 
(A.12) 
(A.13) 
(A.14) 
(A.15) 
These expressions can be considered as a set of four linear equations with four numbers A, B, 
C, D. The determinant of this system is - 160 s 4:0 if 0 4= 0, so a (unique) solution exists, and 
thus the approximation F e' to F '  follows, as desired. We take the approximation ~0 ~ F0(~0) to 
q~ ~ F(q~) by integrating Fo' with appropriate initial conditions (see Fig. A.4). Consider now the 
penalized equation (A.4) with F o taking the place of F. We can differentiate it: 
afg.]h(~r~h " ~70)h + Fo(~h)OJh- - f~h)  dx + fah(Vq~h" ~7¢~(.0 h "]" ~7¢~h" ~70)h) dx  
+ foh(FO(~Ph)6Oah +6Fe(q~h)tOh) dX--  f~?  8~°h dx=O(16q*[ ) .  (A.16) 
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We know that if g is a continuously differentiable function on Tj and let T/ be obtained from 
T/ by translating the vertex qk into qk + 6qk as shown in Fig. A.5, then 
f ohg g dx-f~ g dx. (A.17) dx = ~. '- ~nr/ -~'nr,  
7 
Indeed (A.16) may be obtained, since (A.4), which defines q~h ~ H](Oh), can be written as 
E. fTjRTj,(~7~Oh. . " VOOh "]- F . (  ~Oh)tOh -- f tOh) dx  
J 
+ fTj.- T/ n T/ ( ~7q~h " a,Oh + Fo( ~Oh )t°h -- f t°h ) dX = O" 
Also, from the definition of ~o~ /_/~1 (built with T/), we have 
E + Fo(q~'h)O~' ~ --riO'h) dx 
J 
(A.18) 
thus 
E fr,n [(aa~h. v~h + v~h- Va,Oh + F,(~h)8o, h + Fg(~h)~'ha~h --fa,Oh)] dx 
J 
+ f (Vq~'h'Vto' h + FO(~o'h)w' h --fro'h) dx 
% ,'-~n~' 
- "J)f- . . . .  ~,nrj{Vq~h" Vw h + Fo(gOh)OJh --fOOh} dx = higher-order terms. (A.20) 
Now we solve the last two integrals in terms of 6q ~. Let qi and qk be two nodes of the triangle 
Ty and let ` oi(.) be the basis function associated with qg. If the node qk translates to qk + ~Sqk, 
then w i changes to to i + 8o~ i ~ H 1 and 
,Oh(x) = E~i,Oi(x), Vx ~ rj n ~' ; 
i 
,~`oh = --,O k voo i (qk)  l r , Sqk  + O(18qkl). 
So by using Proposition A.2, we have 
f~ (v~'~. v`o'~ + V,(¢'h)OO'~ -:`o'~) dx 
' - ~ n :r,' 
- f~_r,n~(V~h" V`O h + V,(¢h),O h--fOOh) dx 
= E f Sq k" V(tok(vq~h " VOJh + Va(gOh)~Oh--ftOh))dx + O( [~qk [). 
j -~j 
(A.21) 
(A.22) 
frj (Vq~'h'VO~'h + F°(q~')t°~'-fto~,) dx = 0. (A.19) 
+ ' -  ~nr/  
Then by subtracting (A.18) from (A.19), and by replacing in the obtaining equation ~0~, by 
q~h + &Ph, and also to~, by to h + 8to h in the domain T /n  Ty, we obtain 
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Now putting the value of (A.22) in (A.20), we obtain 
2.  fTj, . " VO')h "{'- ~7~Oh " VC~O)h "}- Fo(~Dh)(~O)h ''1"- F;(~Dh)(tJh¢~h -- f¢~O)h)] dx 
J 
+ E. f6qk'V(Wk(Vq~h "VtOh + Fo(~Oh)O~h--fWh)) dx= higher-order terms. 
j 
(A.23) 
The difference between Tj and T /n  Ty is small, and the higher-order terms in (A.23) are, as 
usual, 0 in 6q k, or terms of order 8q~h~q k. NOW, we use Proposition A.1 to compute 6Wh; if the 
nodes qk are translated by qk + ~Sqk by linearity, then, by using (A.21), we obtain 
fah(V~q~h" Vw h + F~(q~h)OJh6q~h) dx 
= foh(Vq~h. Vto k VtOh(ql,).6qk) dx 
_ foh(V~Oh. VtOh VtOh (qk). ~qk _ ~qk. V(ftohto k+ fro k VtOh(qk)" 6qk)) dx 
+ fah(Fo(~Oh ) vtok VtOh(qk). ~Sqk _ ~qk. vtokFe(~Oh)tOh) dx + O(16q k 1). 
(A.24) 
Since we know that 
E(Y2h) = [ XE(x) dx, 
h A+q~h 
then 
8E = E(O'h) - E(Y2h) = f sOh( - -  A + ~o h Xe(X) dx 
2--hf'~ (A + ~0h)Z A + ~o h
dx. (A.25) 
Since Ph is a solution of 
fah(VPh " Vw h + F~(q~h)PhWh) dx= -2  fa h (A + q~h) 2" - -  
A 
A +~o h
tO h dx, 
(A.26) 
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by taking 09 h "~-- ¢~0 h in (A.26) and to h = Ph in (A.24), from (A.25) we obtain an equation of the 
form 
~E= f - XE(x) dx 
oh A + q~h 
+ foh(Vq~h, vtok Vph(qk). ~qk_ Vq~h .Vp h Vwk(qk). ~qk) dx 
+ fah(6qk'V(fPho~k) --fo0 k VPh(qk)'6q k) dx 
+ foh(Fo(q~h)Vto k VPh(q k) "6qk--tSq k" vtokFo(q~h)Ph) dx + O( 16q k I). 
(A.27) 
Now, by solving the first integral of (A.27), using Proposition A.2, we put (A.27) in the form 
~E = fo ~qk. V to k A XE(x) + (V~o h" Voo k VPh(qk) 'Sq  k) dx  
h A +~h 
+ • dx  
Since we have 
V = 
+ foh{(Fo(q~h)Vto k VPh(qk). 6qk)_ (6qk 
0 
OX 1 
0 
Ox 2 
• VtokFo(q~h)Ph)} dx + o(16q~ I). 
(A.28) 
we set 
or, 
t~q k" V = 
0 
0 
Ox 1 
0 
J Lax ] 
0 
0 Oxl 
t~q k" V = 
OX 2 
= 8qk OXa 
=sq~ 
~x 2 
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also, 
Ox i 
V~h(qk)'aqk = a~h 
OX2 J 
0 
Oo h 
~6ql  k, 
Ox 1 
0(.o h 
Ox~ 
~TtOh( qk ) . ~qk = OtOh 
OX 2 
0 
_Sq~ 
0to h 
= aX----~2t~qk2 . 
So, by dividing on both sides of (A.28) by 6q~ and taking the limit 8q~ ~ 0, we obtain )2) 
dx 
0 
"Jr fg.lh((~7~Oh'Vtok)-~lXl(eh)--(~7~Oh" ~7eh) ~'~l(('ok) ) dx 
o)( 
ftOkoxt(Ph) + Fo(q~h) vt°koxt(Ph) 
0 0 
Now by taking the limit 0 ~ 0, on both sides of (A.29), we obtain ( ( )2 )  
0 fo a to k A xe(x) dx 
oq~ e(ah) = h~ ~ + ~ 
dx 
[jo( ,) + lira Fo(q~h) vt°k (Ph dx 0--*0 h OXI 
0 0 
dx 
- - -  (~%)ro(~h)  dx]. 
dx 
(A.29) 
(A.30) 
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Since we know [5] 
a a 
Fo(~h) Vtok-~x ~ F(q~h) vtok xt(Ph), in L2(/2h) weakly, as 0--*0, 
Fo(~o h) -'* F(~Ph) in t2(,Oh ) (strongly), as 0 ~ 0, so 
( 0 Jo( ,) lira fn Fo(q~h) Voo k (Ph dx ~ F(~h) V~°k (Ph dx. 
0-"~'0 h OXl h ~Xl 
Also, we know [2] that 
a 
--(Fo(~h)) -o (F(~h)), in L2(Oh) weakly, as0--*0; 
ax~ ax t 
then, 
a 
limofah~xt(Fo(q~h))tokp h ~ fah~xl(F(q~h))WkPh; 
SO, by using these conditions, we obtain (A.30) of the form )2) 
m ~ ~ m Oqf h-~X~Xl °Jk A + q~h XE(x) dx 
+ fob (V~h "~7tok)-~lxl(Ph ) --(~7q~h "VPh)-~Xl(tOk ) dx 
o o) 
+ fah Ox---~l (fPht°k) - ftok-~xl(Ph) + F(q~h) vt°kox, (eh) dx 
- fn (F(q~h))O~kPh OXt(~okPh)F(q~h) dx. (A.31) 
h 
We shall take fl = F'(0) = 0; it does not matter which value of fl we take, provided that ~'h ~ 0 
a.e. on ~h- In our case, Ph > 0 on Oh, unlike the part of the boundary representing the 
cathode, where it is zero. [] 
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